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Adapted Toys (Switch Required) 

UCP 00306 

Tabletop Frosted Tube 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Enjoy a calming visual and auditory experience 
with this versatile sensory tube. Press and hold a 
switch and watch red, blue and green lights 
illuminate the tube as soothing music plays. 

UCP 00307 

Mini Popper 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A sensory bonanza! Press the popper’s rim or 
dome  to start music, vibration, flashing lights and 
bouncing balls! (Can be used with our without a 
switch) 

UCP 00356 

Music & Light Caterpillar 
 

This cute little caterpillar’s got talent! Activate a 
capability switch OR push the pink button on its 
back and it will play 16 different songs while its 
four colorful lights flash. 

UCP 02243 

Music Box (red) 
 

Plug in up to four of your capability switches to 
hear four different tunes and see flashing lights. 
This entertaining toy helps increase auditory and 
listening skills.  
 

UCP 02246 

Curious George Jack-in-the Box 
 
 
 
 
 

Activate a capability switch and Curious George 
pops out and is ready to play.  To play again, 
push Curious George back into the box and push 
the lid down until it locks closed.  
 
 
 
 

UCP 02247 

Fubbles Bubble Blaster 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Activated with a capability switch, this colorful 
bubble-maker creates loads of fun while it helps to 
develop vital visual tracking skills! 



 

 

UCP 02248 

Dancing Dave Minion 
 
 
 
 

“Despicable Me” fans will be love interacting with 
Dancing Dave! Adapted for use with capability 
switch. 8" tall molded plastic body, moves eyes & 
feet, interacts with music and sounds. Original 
Toy activation also maintained, try me mode used 
for switch adaption. 
 
 

UCP 02251 

High Roller 
 

It’s a sure bet that everyone will love this adapted 
dice roller. To play, open the toy’s Velcro-sealed 
top and place up to five dice inside. Reseal, 
activate with a switch or by pressing the toy’s 
outer rim, and watch the dice shake, rattle and 
roll. Teaches number recognition and cause and 
effect. Two sets of dice—one white and one 
black—are included. 

UCP 02252 

LED Fan 
 

Stay cool and be entertained with this 
extraordinary adapted fan that’s also a light show! 
With just the push of the button, the fan’s LED 
lights create more than 30 different color patterns. 
Two suction cups hold the fan in place (Can be 
used with our without a switch) 
 

UCP 02254 

Switch Adapted Explore ‘N Grow Busy Gears 

 

A switch adapted musical light up toy. With 
capability switch the colorful gears spins and 
swirl, with fun music, twinkling lights and lots of 
giggles in the background! This toy helps 
encourage development of Fine Motor Skills, 
Cognitive Learning and Sensory Development. 

UCP 02261 

Plasma Star 

 

Sound or switch activated! Watch the flat panel 
disk show an amazing display of plasma light. 
This fantastic light disk responds to music, voice 
or a capability switch. Encourages auditory 
development, sound making and increases visual 
attention. (Can be used with our without a switch) 

UCP 02269 

Fish & Glow Spinner 

 

Teaching cause and effect is easy with this 
cheerful and visually appealing toy. Just press a 
capability switch to hear lively music, see swirling 
colors and watch three little goldfish spin around 
in their bowl. Encourages visual attention and 
listening skills. 
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Adapted Toys (Non-Switch) 

UCP 00343 
 

Mini Multi-Colored Bead Chain 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

This popular bead chain has a unique design for 
users who can reach through to the base. When 
a hand passes over the light sensor, a red light 
blinks and music plays. This provides wonderful 
visual auditory and tactile experiences. 

UCP 00370 
 
 
 

Learn and Dance Zoo Activity Center 
 

Go on safari with this interactive toy that teaches 
about animals in the wild. Four colorful buttons 
on the toy’s base and four colorful plates atop its 
trees introduce animal friends with short, playful 
songs. Offers a great cause and effect 
experience. 
 
 

UCP 00298 
 

UCP 00299 

Hide -n- Squeak Eggs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

This interactive squeak toy contains six colorful 
squeaking eggs for kids to play with. The colored 
chicks chirp when their heads are pressed down. 
Helps improve memory, recognition of colors, 
shapes and sorting. 
 
 

UCP 02250 

Visually and Hearing Impaired Activity Center 
 
 
 

This specially designed activity center enables 
individuals who are visually or hearing impaired 
to experience the joy of play. Includes a soft 
cloth that spins when the player presses a bright 
yellow plate, a bright blue plate that vibrates, and 
a fan. 

UCP 02253 
 
 

Desktop Busy Box 
 

This compact-size busy box will provide hours of 
fun and multisensory stimulation. Spin the cube 
and discover diverse tactile experiences, mirror, 
bead chains, multicolored lights, music and 
vibration. Press the cube’s red plate to hear a 10-
second pre-recorded message. 
 
 



 

 

UCP 02262 

All That Glitters 
 

Enjoy dazzling vibration, lights, music, glitter and 
flying beads! This dynamic experience 
invigorates the user’s auditory, visual and tactile 
senses. 
 
 
 

UCP 02263 

Gel Pad Activity Center 
 

Three different gel pad switches make this 
activity center especially appealing. Provides 
terrific auditory, tactile and visual stimulation. 
 
 
 
 

UCP 02266 

Drop-in-a-Bucket 
 
 

This uniquely designed shape sorter has a low 
profile that is ideal for players with limited reach. 
Bucket has six multi-colored lights that draw 
user’s attention. Comes with interchangeable 
grids that teach object placement.  A terrific toy 
for developing size and shape recognition. 
 
 

 

Communication Devices 

UCP 00362 

Small Talk Sequencer with Levels 
 
 
 
 

•300 seconds of recording time 
• Sequential capability for storytelling 
• Random capability for games or cards 
• Can be activated by an external switch 
• Output for activating other devices 

UCP 00367 

Speak a Need 
 
 
 
 
 

A great auditory communicator for expressing 
needs. This versatile five level communicator 
allows the recording of five different categories 
of needs which include food, bathing and health 
needs. Communicator can also work with 
external switches 

UCP 00321 

IPad Wireless Two Switch 

 

Ability to control hundreds of compatible apps 
on a Bluetooth-equipped electronic device! This 
essential two capability switch item features 
large target areas for easy activation; has six 
modes for additional functions; works through 
Bluetooth 4.0 for simple pairing; has a range of 
over 50 feet; and acts as a regular capability 
switch for other switch-adapted products. 

UCP 02268 

Cheap Talk 8 Six Level Communicator 
 
 

This communicator provides space to record 
and re-record 48 five-second messages on six 
levels. Ideal for building language skills and 
encouraging communication. 
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Sensory 

UCP 00272 

Double Disco Ball 
 
 

Create a festive atmosphere anywhere. The 
rotating multi-colored disco balls project LED 
lights onto walls and ceilings.  Play your favorite 
music and the disco ball keeps the beat 

   

UCP 02257 

Entangled Dome 
 
 
 
 
 

 

You’re sure to take a shine to this glow-in-the-
dark sensory toy. Press anywhere on the dome, 
its base or rim to activate lights, music and 
vibration. Increases visual and auditory 
attention and tactile awareness. 

UCP 02270 

Water Bead Balls (set of 6) 
 
 

Squeeze them, squish them and kiss all your 
worries good-bye!.  These anti-stress balls are 
here to help alleviate stress tension, anxiety 
and while improving focus and stimulating hand 
muscles.  

UCP 02264 

Pop Tubes 
 

Pipe sensory tools for stress and anxiety relief. 
Fidget toys that pull, bend, snap and pop!  
These sensory toys are bendable, snappable 
and poppable while enhancing find motor skills 
and stimulate the tactile senses. 

 
Switches 

UCP 00335 
 

UCP 00337 

Jumbo Switch (yellow) 
 

Easy to use and just right for people unable to 
sustain hand pressure over time. Simply press 
the switch once to turn on a device and press it 
again to turn it off.  

 
UCP 01847 

 
 

Koosh Switch 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Use it as a toy and be rewarded with lights, 
music and vibration. When used as a switch, 
users can enjoy vibration and that irresistible 
koosh texture. 

UCP 02244 
 

Textured Roller Switch This special roller provides pleasing tactile 
stimulation that will make users want to roll it 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

again and again. Spin the roller’s drum to 
activate lights, music and vibration. (Can be 
used with our without a switch) 

UCP 02245 
 

Saucer Dome Switch 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Gentle touch, merry reward! When the rim on 
the dome is gently pressed, silvery glitter swirls 
around while music, lights and vibration reward 
the user and provide them with auditory, visual 
and tactile stimulation. The sensory stimuli can 
be switched on or off individually.  (Can be 
used with or without a switch) 

UCP 02249 

Plate Switch 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Ergonomically designed to respond to even the 
gentlest touch, this brightly-colored plate switch 
will give users the power to control toys and 
devices. 

 
UCP 02256 

 

Gumball Switch (Blue) 
 

Recognized for their high quality and 
dependability, these best-selling switches 
feature a 2½” activation surface. Provides 
extraordinary tactile and audible feedback.  
Comes with two plastic covers – one with a lip, 
one without. 

UCP 02255 
 

Gumball Switch (Green) 
 

Recognized for their high quality and 
dependability, these best-selling switches 
feature a 2½” activation surface. Provides 
extraordinary tactile and audible feedback.  
Comes with two plastic covers – one with a lip, 
one without. 

UCP 02258 

Rainbow Switch (Orange) 
 

The slightest touch will activate any adapted 
device 

UCP 02259 
 
 

Pancake Switch (Green) 
 
 
 
 
 

Easy activation! Touch the sensitive outside rim 
or anywhere on the top surface and activate 
any switch adapted toy or device.  

UCP 02265 

Pancake Switch (Blue) 
 
 

Easy activation! Touch the sensitive outside rim 
or anywhere on the top surface and activate 
any switch adapted toy or device. 

UCP 02260 
Mini-Gumball Switch (Red) 2” Base x ½’ HA – A much smaller version of 

the Gumball Switches, the “minis” share the 
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same incomparable tactile and auditory 
feedback, versatility and durability as their big 
siblings. 

UCP 02267 

Bright Red Switch 

 

It’s large target area and bright red color make 
this a great choice for those who are visually 
impaired. Simple to operate, this versatile 
switch lights up and vibrates when pressed, 
and will also activate an adapted toy or device.] 
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